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Abstract: The communicationn and understanding processees are
significant neeeds of any edducational com
mmunity. This paper
p
approaches thhe didactic com
mmunication and its different levels
l
of understandiing, trying to em
mphasize the prrogressive stepss that
the process off understandingg follows startinng with the staage of
informing to the
t ultimate staage of messagee interpretation. The
levels identifieed are, hierarcchically, the foollowing: inform
ming,
describing,
persuading,
demonstratting,
explaiining,
understandingg, interpretingg and finally, internalizingg the
information.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
It’s a fact that people innteract and exppress themselvees by
communicatioon regardless of its form
m. Not only does
communicatioon enable knoowledge, interaaction, relationnship
building, but it
i is also the corre of a metaknoowledge, whichh lays
in the power of
o hidden messages, generatedd by the responnse of
each participannt to the act of communicationn. (Sfez, 2002)
Nowadayss, the volume of information grows
g
exponenttially,
primarily due to the highly advanced
a
compputing technologgy. It
is very imporrtant to conveyy/send messages in such a maanner
that allows thee process of buiilding intelligennce to advance.
Communiccation works with
w
signs andd symbols that bear
multiple meeanings. Theyy are part of the diddactic
communicatioon process as well
w as of the message conveyed.
Stringed together, by meanns of certain ruules, these twoo are
"chained so as
a to produce effects"
e
(Drăgaan, 2007), theyy can
generate a messsage and conseequently, comm
munication.

2. INFLUEN
NCE OF ME
ESSAGE BUIILDING ON ITS
UNDERSTA
ANDING
This papper has taken two perspectives into acccount
considering thhe process off communication: the Palo Alto
School perspeective, which addresses
a
the impossibility
i
o not
of
communicatinng specific to the
t teaching prrofession, while the
pragmatic peerspective connsiders commuunication to be
b a
semiotic interaaction, sue to thhe interplay of signs.
s
Moreoverr, the compreheension of any message
m
dependds on
its construction. Within this context,
c
it seem
ms natural to finnd out
and analyze what the leveels of understaanding involveed in
didactic comm
munication arre. The didacttic experiencee has
proven that thhe knowledge coonveyed by a teacher is differrently
perceived by the students of
o the same levvel of physicall and
mental develoopment even if the message iss sent to all of them
by the same transmitter.
t
Thhe differentiatedd perception of
o the
message is caaused by the stuudents’ individdual peculiaritiees, by
the students’ amount
a
and systtems of knowleedge, by the teaacherstudent relatioonship, by the teacher’s comppetences in buiilding
and conveyingg messages.
The reseaarch put forth aims to idenntify the levells of
understandingg that occur during the process of diddactic
communicatioon. The research conducted haas led us to beelieve
that the different levels can be
b used as an instrument
i
to assess
a

the degree of com
mprehension oof the informaational contentt
deliv
vered to studentts.
Such
S
an analyysis has come to strengthen the idea thatt
undeerstanding is deetermined by thhe construction
n of a message,,
with
hout ignoring that
t
the signifiicance of the message
m
variess
from
m one individuaal to another.
At the same tiime a stratificaation of understtanding can bee
his respect, forr
obseerved, accordinng to the differeent levels. In th
exam
mple, primary understandingg and interpreetation can bee
conssidered the twoo levels compriising complete understanding..
The suggested analogy is built uppon Paul Corneea’s statementss
(Corrnea, 2006) reegarding the sstages of the understandingg
proccess that underlline the fact thhat there is a first, elementaryy
and self-acting phase.
p
The prrocess of und
derstanding iss
deveeloped in a coommon way whhen communiccation with thee
otheers is spontaneoous and based on accepted ag
greements. Thee
meaanings are interrnalized only aafter having beeen understoodd
and analyzed. Thus, interpretationn does not reprresent only thee
perfo
formance of innitial understannding, but it completes andd
deveelops the initial act.
P Cornea, wee
Building on thhis differentiatioon offered by Paul
havee identified several other levells of understand
ding specific too
the didactic communication:
c
: Informing; Describing;;
Perssuading; Dem
monstrating; E
Explaining; Understanding;
U
;
Interrpreting; Internnalizing meannings and usin
ng them in a
personal way. Thhis analysis iss not limited to the levelss
aforeementioned buut for the scopee of this paper is appropriate,,
sincee the process of understandingg is present at all
a these levels,,
even
n though in diffferent degreess. Each level displays
d
severall
stagees that advancce from the simple to the more complexx
strucctures, accordinng to certain varriables of achieevement(ex: thee
amo
ount of the infformation convveyed, the code of signs, thee
charracteristics of thhe sender andd the receiver, the
t context andd
the type
t
of perform
mance aimed at iin the communiication).
Levels

I. Information
I

II. Describing

III. Persuasion

Stages
-stimulating
the
need for knowledge
- integration of
information
into
experience;
- the achievemennt of
significance;
- reviewing the
information to be
further memorized.
-developing
the
need
for
knowledge;
-integration
of
information
into
experience;
organizing
/
presenting
information;
- reviewing the
information to be
further memorized.
- drawing attentiion;

Con
nditioning
amount
of
The
information contained
in messaage
g the message
Decoding
in a herm
meneutic
manner
relationship
The
between the Sign and
the Objecct (information
about the object)
g the signs (in
Encoding
terms of language as an
d system of
organized
signs)
mponents of the
The Com
language corpus
The
levels
nication
Commun

of

IV.
Demonstration

V. Explanation

VI.
Understanding
VII.
Interpretation

- Inducing the need;
- Satisfaction;
- Involvement /
participation to the
identification of the
solutions and the
adopting
of
effective attitudes
and behaviours
-presentation of the
thesis basic
Defining
the
thesis(conclusion)
- Demonstration
process.
-augmenting
the
need
for
knowledge;
- integration of
information
into
experience;
- Organization /
presentation of the
explanation;
Replay
/
reformulation of the
explanation
for
memorizing
- Agreement;
- Thinking
-Basic/current
Understanding
- Interpretation.

Number of components
involved
in
the
communication
situation
Transmitter’s
characteristics
The context
Complexity
of
the
didactic communication
process
The expression level of
the message
Interaction (E - R) in
terms of clarifying the
assumptions - message
Validity
of
the
information
and
opinions
in
a
communicative action
The
validity
of
information (search for
truth)
Psycho-logical
processes involved
Type of explanation
Type of performance
achieved / required by
the
discursive
intervention
type of performance
obtained / expected in
discursive intervention

VIII. Assuming

in
depth
understanding;
- Creativity

Mental characteristics
of the of individual
Establishing the levels
of the argumentative
discourse
(logical
semiotic)
The stages of evolution
from natural language
to
formalism
(satisfactory)

The paper presents understanding at different stages,
especially as a phase of the learning process and as a result of
semiosis (the signifying act). We emphasized he dynamic
interaction between the sign- the interpreter – the object, as
well as the linguistic valences of coding the signs (the language
understanding): the sociological valences (societal manner of
living) as well as the hermeneutic valences based on sense and
words meaning.
The situation of communication (semioza) is represented
by the well known model of Laswell, based on the sequence of
questions: "Who says what, who, how and with what effect?”
Although the message in itself offers only one answer to only
one of the five responses, its role is particularly important
especially in the case of the communication between teacher
and students, when "the message becomes information only in

its the movement between the two poles, with the purpose of
developing the cognitive potential of the partners or
interlocutors by unveiling hidden meanings and significances”
(Şoitu, 2001).
In this comprehensive approach, we focus on the model
proposed by Traian D. Stănciulescu (Stănciulescu, 2004),
which aims to generate and communicate meanings,
establishing four stages: the primary encoding of the message
and its transmission as well as the secondary meaning,
particularly, the factors that we customize for teaching
communication.
From the point of view of hermeneutics, understanding
concerns the demarcation of word meaning and significance,
benefiting from contact with the speaker and his speech.
Pearson, an American researcher said that it completed the
definition of understanding so as to find answers to their
questions. Hence we readily accept that the process is not linear
and unidirectional, but it simultaneously converges and
diverges meanings. We have parallel, but simultaneous and
successive structures.
The conclusion is that the process of understanding runs at
two levels: primary understanding and full understanding,
which require achieving, or browsing the full sequence of eight
levels in the table above, without forgetting, however, that
understanding is present at different degrees at all levels. Thus
we consider understanding finds full completion after having
been filtered by each individual/student’s cognition, that’s
means more than simple knowledge acquisition. It is the key of
interpretation and meaning internalization, fundamental pillars
of cognitive development.

3. CONCLUSION
In conclusion we can say that interpretation leads to a better
understanding or develops the meaning. A high quality type of
understanding creates potential new interpretations. These two
cyclic processes follows the semiosis pattern proposed by T.
Stănciulescu (Stănciulescu,2004) namely that primary
understanding enables an interpretation that leads to a higher
degree of understanding, generates new interpretations and
these two processes interact in a conditioning manner.
This paper can stand for a fresh start in approaching the
construction of as a valuable source of enriching the didactic
content conveyed to students.
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